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New Book ***** Print on Demand *****.After the success of
Energy Medicine for your Dog, many people asked if it would
work for cats. The simple answer is yes, to a degree, some of the
more hands-on work in that book will transfer to a friendly,
domesticated cat. However, as every cat owner knows; cats are
utterly unique and respond positively to a more gentle, spiritual,
physically hands-off yet heartfelt approach - especially those
that have gone through trauma and are frightened or stressed.
How you as an owner feel influences them greatly. A lot of the
techniques benefit from you being grounded and in balance
both emotionally and energetically, so I suppose a more
accurate title would be Energy Medicine for your Cat (and you!) .
I have shared my entire life with cats and I hope that sharing
some of what I have learned over those many years, will help
you deepen the bond with your cat, ease its pain or suffering,
optimise the feline self-healing process if it is ill and provide an
effective health maintenance if it is...
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This is the finest book i have got study till now. It usually does not price a lot of. I found out this publication from my i
and dad encouraged this book to understand.
-- Ja m il Collins-- Ja m il Collins

Absolutely among the best book I have possibly go through. I have go through and that i am certain that i am going to
gonna read through once again again in the future. I am just delighted to tell you that this is basically the finest book i
have got go through within my personal existence and could be he finest book for ever.
-- B r ia n B a uch-- B r ia n B a uch
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